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ABSTRACT

For an arbitrary potential V with classical trajectories x = g(t) we construct localized
oscillating three-dimensional wave lumps ^ ( x , t , g ) representing a single quantum particle. The
crest of the envelope of the ripple follows the classical orbit g(t) slightly modified due to potential
V and ip(x, t; g) satisfies the Schrodinger equation. The field energy, momentum and angular mo-
mentum calculated as integrals over all space are equal to particle energy, momentum and angular
momentum. The relation to coherent states and to Schrodinger waves are also discussed.
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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

We continue the development of a theory for a single localized quantum particle, such
as the track in a bubble chamber, or a single dot on a detector screen. The standard probabilistic
interpretation of quantum theory cannot, by construction, say anything about a single event, but
only about a collection of repeated events. The task of constructing a theory of single events was
left to the future by Max Born l). We expect this theory to be a deterministic "hidden variable"
theory, although the parameters are not "hidden" at all - they just specify the position, velocity
and the shape of the individual event. Furthermore, this theory will not be a wave-packet theory,
because of the large size and the spreading of the wave packet. We want the single particle to be
extremely well localized, perhaps of the order of Compton wave length (i.e. not the size of the
atom or the aperture of the instrument), and not spreading.

Previously we have constructed localized solutions of the scalar massless wave equa-
tion 2) and of the free Maxwell equations3) which move like massive particles relativistically and
without spreading 4). In the rest frame of the lump they have, for the scalar case, the form

and in the laboratory frame the solution is obtained by a Lorentz transformation with velocity /?

and-7= (1 - / 3 2 ) ~ 1 / 2 as

Moreover, the total field energy and momenta can be made finite by a superposition of frequencies
Q over a narrow range around some Qo and one obtains E ~ w, P ~ k\ The size of the wave
lump and the mass are determined by the internal frequency or clock, Q..

The next task is to try to construct similar solutions for interacting particles.

In this paper I construct explicitly localized nonspreading three-dimensional waves which
move along the classical trajectories of any dynamical system and satisfy the Schrodinger equation.
The crest of the wave coincides nearly with the classical trajectory, its extension is for example of
the order of Compton wave-length with a long oscillatory tail and a de Broglie-phase. Moreover,
the field energy content of the wave-lump is equal to a rest energy TiQ plus the total particle energy
and the momentum to 7ik, were k is the (instantaneous) wave vector of the wavelet. The energy
is made finite again by a superposition of a narrow set of frequencies around some CIQ .

A comparison is made with the non-spreading coherent state of Schrodinger in the case
of the oscillator. These have localization lengths of the order of the ground state wave function,
whereas we envisage an envelope size of the order of Compton wave length, otherwise the relative
phases agree. We also discuss briefly the quantization of energy in terms of the phase of the single
localized lumps.



2. THE DE BROGLIE WAVELETS

The nonrclativistic limit of the wave equation • <f> = 0, setting cf> = e~inti0, and Q =
mc2/7i, for v/c « 1 is

^ V O)
It has the localized solution

-xo-vtfe*11 '-1-*™'*' (2)

with

A F + 7i2 F = ° ( 3 )

The term —^f-\j) in (1) thus serves to localize the wavelet. The most general form of the envelope

F is given in Ref.2. Alternatively, this term — ̂ i /> may be omitted by setting ip = eiVT~t\p; then

$ satisfies the ordinary Schrodinger equation. From now on we omit the tilde on yj.

In this paper we shall study the nonrelativistic problem in the presence of a potential

(4)
2m

Following the free particle case we look for wavelet-solutions of the type

^ ( x , t ; g ) = F ( x - g ( i ) ) G ( x > * ' l ( 2 ' t ) (5)

with g(t) representing a classical trajectory. For free particle G(x) = 1, and we have Eq.(2). The
function G(\) accounts of the modification of the shape of the wavelet due to the potential. We
insert (5) into (4) and choose F again to satisfy Eq.(3) and G(x) to satisfy

~h2

-—AG+V(X)G = BG (6)

2m
which is the stationary Schrodinger equation for the potential V{x) of same eigenvalue e. With

these specifications the total phase h(x,t) in (5) can be shown to satisfy the following equations

where p = mg(t) is the momentum and 17 = ^ . Eq.(8) is a generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

In the case of free particle V(x) = 0, G ~ const = 1, £ = 0 equations (7) can be solved

with V/i = v (hence A h = 0) given dh/dt = -j^p1 - £ - O.J2 or

/ l(x !t) = p - x - - ^ - I r 1 p 2 t (9)



which is the same as in (2) with the additional fast frequency y as explained after the Eq.(3).

We can also use a function G satisfying the rime-dependent Schrodinger equation instead

of (6); then in Eq.(7) only the constant E would be absent.

Exact solutions of Eq.(7) are probably difficult to obtain, but in order to illustrate the
nature of the wavelet, we may first neglect the effect of G on the localization and replace V( x) by
V(g) with the idea that a highly localized particle will see a potential at its position x = g. The
potential can then be put into the second equation in (7). We then obtain a solution valid near the
trajectory;

dh ~h .7 Q-.. dh h .7 _.,,, ., Q
= p( t )> ~at = ~2ms " (ff) - T

Hence

h a m$-x -Et-Y*-™ J 9 • gdt (10)

where we have used E = \mg2 + V(g) for the classical motion.

For a free particle, in particular, the phase becomes i(k -x — jQt — ^t) = i(k -x—wt),

just the de Broglie-phase with k = ^v and w = jD. + ~hk2/2m, the Galilei-boasted momentum
and energy from the rest frame frequency Q. The difference from the usual plane-waves is the
basic localization frequency Q which for our application is assumed to be very fast (e.g. Compton
frequency). However, in the calculation of phase differences between two such waves, the Q-term
drops out and we get the usual de Broglie-phase differences.

It is instructive to write down explicitly the wave (5) in the example of a three-dimensional
oscillator which includes the circular orbits of the Coulomb problem. (The case of elliptical orbits
is very similar). Here the classical solution is

g(t) = x*o cos u>t + — sin wt

g(t) = -x ow 2 sin ut + vb coswt, g = -w 2 g (6)

and the phase (10) becomes after integration

ih(x,t) = -i — Qt + ——-usinut — coswt • x
\2 \ 7i 7i /

+ — — xo^o cos 2wi — — — ( xlu ] sin lojt) (11)
27i 4 7 i \ w / /

which on the classical orbit (== the crest of the wave lump) is

(^ r, 1 m „ 1 m / 2 i;g \ . . \
ih(x,t) = - t T ^ t - - —iou 0 cos2ut+ - — i o w s i n 2 u J t

2 2 7i 4 7 i V w / /



It is interesting to compare our wave (5), (11) with the Schrodinger's coherent state for

the one-dimensional oscillator 5 \

. / w i m 1 m _ 1 m { 2 t>o \ . - A • •,-,->
t) - — a { — ~z~Qx + -z-^rxoVo cos 2wt — — — I XnU) sin 2wi I (11)

\ 2 7 i 2 7 i 4 n \ u; / /

The difference is that first the localized envelope F is replaced by the Gaussian ground state wave
function and secondly the phase is exactly the same but Q. is replaced by u>, the frequency of the
oscillator. The Schrodinger's coherent state has the size of the ground state or of the de Broglie
wave length of the ground state Ji/mVo, rather than the size c/Cl = "h/mc, Compton wave length,
for example, of our wave lump. The size of the coherent state is fixed and cannot be reduced, and
is the result of the special property of the x2 -potential, Cx2 = C ( r * + g ) 2 = C(F2 + 2 f - g + g2)
which allows us to put the term Cr1 into the envelope equation (3) and obtain the solution (12).
That is why similar absolutely nonspreading coherent states as (8) have not been found for any
other potential. In contrast we can make our wave forms arbitrarily small and for any potential.

3. ENERGY AND MOMENTUM

Next we discuss the energy, momentum and angular momentum properties of the local-

ized solution. These quantities we shall calculate from the energy-momentum tensor integrated

over all space as befit an individual particle - and not as eigenvalues of some operators. For the

total field energy we have

= yiTi f G2[Fe-ib(-VF • g + ihitF)eih

- Feih(-VF • g - ihitF)e-ih]d3x

= --h J' G2F2{f)h,t{T)dr, r = x - g

= !G2F2 ~ + E~mg-f)dr

G2F2dr (13)J
The last term does not contribute to the integral, because it is odd. Similarly for the linear and

angular momenta of the field we have

V = - dx



•jf x A ~ ^ ) -i/> f x A- dx

which reduce to

I G2F2df

dr + ~h f G2F2(?Ak)dr

sa = X A7HV

(11)

(15)

But the last term, the relative angular momentum of the lump with respect to its center of mass
vanishes for our scalar particle.

For bound state problems the integrals are finite. For scattering problems, as described in
detail in previous works2)>5) these expressions (13)—(15) are made finite by taking a superposition
of frequencies Q around time Qo • That is we replace (1) by

4>(x,t) = ^dn / (O)F(Q, r )e > 7 l ( x " ' t ' " ) (16)

and use the following orthogonality property of the solution of the Helmholtz equation (4) with

(17)

and normalization condition f ip*^d\ = 1. Integrating first over df we obtain finally

V =

L = L claanuJ
orbttai

where

one can perhaps go to the limit 2} | / ( Q) |2 = 8( Cl —
field energy is the sum of a fixed internal energy
and a nonrelativistic energy E due to motion.

(18)

U ^

but this is not essential at this point. The
j - which can be associated with the rest mass



4. SYNTHESIS BETWEEN DE BROGLIE AND SCHRODINGER

Our solution (5) combines both the individual single event and the typical wave behav-
iour of the particle. It has two limits. Firstly for Q. —»• oo, the envelope F becomes a 6-function,
8( x — g) and we get the classical orbits. Secondly, when we average over all the initial conditions
in g(i) we may replace F by a constant, then we get the standard time-dependent Schrodinger
equation. A single localized event samples so to speak, the values of the stationary Schrodinger
waves. As a result the maximum of the envelope is bent away from the classical trajectories towards
the maximum positions of the Schrodinger wave which accounts for the diffraction and interfer-
ence phenomena with repeated individual events. The passage from these single panicle waves
•0(x*,i,g) to the statistical typical wave function of ^(x^) without hidden variables ofBorn will
be treated in more detail elsewhere ^ .
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